Green Amendment

provides the highest level of protection for your right to pure water, clean air, a stable climate, and healthy environments.

requires legislators to consider environmental impacts at the beginning of the decision-making process

strengthens advocacy and changes public mindset regarding environmental issues

focuses government on preventing pollution and environmental degradation rather than managing it
A Green Amendment must...

- be placed in the Bill of Rights/Declaration of Rights
- be self-executing so laws and regulations are not needed to give them legal life
- mention environmental values to be protected (pure water, clean air, stable climate, & healthy environments)
- acknowledge environmental rights belong to both present and future generations
- recognize environmental rights as inherent, indefeasible, and inalienable rights of all people regardless of race, ethnicity or income.
THE BATTLE TO SAVE OUR WATER, AIR, CLIMATE & ENVIRONMENT MUST BE WON TODAY BEFORE WE REACH THE POINT OF NO RETURN.

GREEN AMENDMENTS FOR THE GENERATIONS SEEKS A PARADIGM SHIFT IN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION – ONE THAT FILLS THE GAP IN OUR CURRENT SYSTEM OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS AND PREVENTS RATHER THAN MANAGE ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION AND DEGRADATION.

Across our nation, communities are drinking polluted water, breathing unhealthy air, seeing forests fall and drilling rigs rise, and watching as contaminated sites are paved and developed rather than cleaned up.

The goal is to secure Green Amendments in every state constitution across our nation, and ultimately at the federal level, in order, to ensure the right to healthy environments has the highest constitutional recognition and protection available.
Learn More
www.ForTheGenerations.org

Donate
bit.ly/DonateForGreenAmendments

Contact
GAFTG@forthegenerations.org